PEDESTRIANS v1.6

These are experimental fan-made rules for adding pedestrians to your Gaslands games. Normally, there’s no good
reason for any crew members to leave their vehicles during a televised event. Indeed, the ground rules for Gaslands
events discourage contestants from leaving their vehicles by imposing a range of penalties, from losing all audience
votes to immediate disqualification. In the lawless wastes, survival is the only thing that counts, so crews will
sometimes have to leave their vehicles behind or seek some tactical advantage by splitting up.

BASICS
Pedestrians are subject to many rules that don’t affect

vehicles, and ignore many rules that vehicles are subject
to. Still, if a situation arises and it’s unclear how a
pedestrian should behave, look to the rules governing
vehicles for some guidance, and as always the Rule of
Carnage should be followed.
Things Pedestrians Can’t Do: Pedestrians cannot
become distracted, cannot be assigned hazard tokens,
do not make skid checks, cannot cause or be involved
in collisions, and use only the Short template for
movement unless otherwise noted.
Durability: Each pedestrian model has 1 Hull point.
When a Crewmember is riding in a vehicle, its Hull value
does not contribute to the Hull value of the vehicle.
Equipment: Each pedestrian has 2 Hands for carrying
Small Arms and Personal Gear. Crewmembers cannot
carry other types of equipment.

Perks And Sponsor Benefits

Crewmembers have access to perks and other special
abilities from multiple sources.
Driver Perks: Only the driver of a vehicle may purchase
driver perks, and their driver perks affect only
themselves and the specific vehicle they are originally
associated with, even if the driver commandeers another
vehicle. Driver perks affect the entire vehicle the driver
is associated with, including non-driver Crewmembers
riding in that vehicle.
Crew Perks: Any Crewmember may purchase and use
crew perks. Individual Crewmembers (including drivers)
may purchase crew perks, affecting only that particular
Crewmember.
Sponsor Benefits: All of a team’s Crewmembers are
granted the use of their sponsor’s benefits (and are
limited by the sponsor’s Terms), and may use these
benefits whether riding in a vehicle or while pedestrians.

Small Targets: Pedestrians do not count as obstructions,
do not block line of sight or provide cover. Pedestrians
have the Small quality: all attack dice suffer -1 to their
roll when targeting pedestrians, even when a pedestrian
is shooting at another.

Knocked Out

Moving Targets: Each pedestrian may make 1 evade
roll per movement step, attack step, wipeout step, and
once for each attack made by another pedestrian. A
pedestrian may roll up to 3 dice when evading.

Wrecks: When a vehicle is wrecked, all of its passengers
(including its driver, friendly Crewmembers, and
boarders) become knocked out.

Risk Tests

This is a simple roll with a 50/50 chance of failure or
success. Roll 1D6. On a result of 1-3, the Crewmember
fails whatever they were attempting. On a result of 4+,
the Crewmember succeeds.
Perks and other circumstances may add to or subtract
from a risk test roll. However, a roll of a natural 6 for
a risk test is always a success, and a roll of a natural 1
always fails.

A pedestrian is knocked out when it loses its last Hull
point or a vehicle runs over it. Remove its model from
the play area — it won’t becoming back during this
scenario.

Loss Of Crew: A Crewmember becomes knocked out
when the vehicle it is riding in suffers a reduction in
Crew value, such as contacting a poison gas template.
The player controlling the vehicle determines which
Crewmembers are knocked out.
Drivers: If a driver is knocked out, the vehicle they
are associated with gains +1 Dent. This occurs even if
the driver is away from their vehicle or in a different
vehicle.
Recovery: At the end of a scenario, all Crewmembers
that were knocked out are restored to full health and
ammo for a trivial cost.

PEDESTRIAN
PHASE
Pedestrians are very slow compared to vehicles, and

have a special activation phase of their own that occurs
immediately after gear phase 6. The pedestrian phase
follows these steps:
1. Exit Vehicles
2. Activate Pedestrians
3. Activate Beasts
4. Boarding Actions
5. Take The Controls
6. End The Turn

Step 1. Exit Vehicles

Starting with the player with pole position, each player
takes a turn declaring which Crewmembers will attempt
to exit or let go of their vehicles, and then determines if
they do so safely or not.
• If the vehicle is in gear 0 or 1: If the Crewmember
is on a vehicle in gear 0 or 1, it exits the vehicle
safely.
• If the vehicle is in gear 2+: If the Crewmember
is on a vehicle in gear 2 or higher, roll 1D6. If
the result is less than the current gear, that
Crewmember receives 1 hit as they exit the
vehicle.
Stepping Out: If a Crewmember safely exits its vehicle,
place a corresponding pedestrian model in contact with
the vehicle model, and the Crewmember becomes a
pedestrian. If the Crewmember does not already have a
unique name, the player must give it one now, even if it’s
just a number or a crude handle.
Vacant Seats: When a Crewmember exits a vehicle, the
vehicle gains 1 empty seat and continues on with 1 fewer
Crewmember to perform attacks and other functions.
Any other friendly Crewmember can fill this vacancy
later.

EXITING AND ENTERING AIRCRAFT
Exiting Aircraft: Parachuting or rappelling from
Aircraft is an especially perilous but thrilling
pursuit. Treat the vehicle’s gear as 1 higher for the
purposes of determining a safe exit for Crew, and
gain +1 audience vote for each successful exit.
Entering Aircraft: Pedestrians cannot attempt
to (re)enter or board Aircraft under normal
circumstances.

Step 2. Activate Pedestrians

Starting with the player with pole position, each player
takes turns activating 1 of their pedestrians or beast
riders that has not already been activated during this
phase, or passes if they have none to activate.
Boarders: If a pedestrian has boarded an enemy vehicle,
it is called a boarder. Boarders do not get activated at all
during this step, as they are too busy trying to hang on.

ACTIONS

When a pedestrian is activated, it must take 2 actions in
any order. One of those actions must be a move action
(as described below), and the other action may be any
one of these:
Move
Attack
Use Personal Gear
Perform A Task
Enter A Friendly Vehicle
Board An Enemy Vehicle
• Move: Place a Short template in any direction while
in contact with the pedestrian model’s base, and
then move the model to any other point touching
the template, as long as there is an open path to the
model’s final location. A pedestrian may choose to
stay in place with this action. A pedestrian may move
through other pedestrians, but cannot move through
obstructions.
Terrain: A pedestrian ignores the effects of most
surfaces (roads, rough, treacherous, and so on) but
still suffers the effects of dropped weapon templates,
if applicable. A pedestrian may use their move
distance to ascend stairs, climb a ladder or chain link
fence or similar. If all of the players agree, pedestrians
may traverse difficult terrain such as swimming
through bodies of water or climbing sheer surfaces,
and these should require a successful risk test to pass
through; if the test fails, the pedestrian’s movement is
stopped by the terrain.
• Attack: A pedestrian may attack once with an equipped
Small Arm of their choice, and may attack any target
that a vehicle could normally attack. Treat this just
like a vehicle’s attack step.
• Use Personal Gear: A pedestrian may trigger their
Personal Gear.

• Perform A Task: Scenarios may feature certain
actions that only pedestrians may perform, such as
operating a magnetic crane, hot-wiring a vehicle,
opening a bunker door, lighting the fuse on a cache
of explosives, hacking a computer terminal to
download Resistance files proving the corruption of
the Network, and so on. These tasks may be simple
and succeed automatically, or they may be more
challenging and require the pedestrian to pass a
risk test. These tasks might be resolved instantly, or
require multiple turns or successful rolls before they
are complete. If the players all agree, a pedestrian can
invent new tasks on the fly, perhaps opening the door
to a shipping container to use as cover or dancing on
top of a wreck for audience votes.
• Enter A Friendly Vehicle: If a pedestrian model is
touching a friendly vehicle with a vacant Crew seat,
or if a pedestrian can reach that vehicle by moving
with a Short template, it may attempt to enter it and
take a vacant seat. Roll 1D6.
If the result is lower than the vehicle’s current
gear: The pedestrian receives 1 hit and does not
enter the vehicle.
If the result is equal to or higher than the vehicle’s
current gear: The Crewmember safely enters
the vehicle, occupies an empty Crew seat, and
ceases to be a pedestrian.
• Board An Enemy Vehicle: If a pedestrian model is
touching an enemy vehicle, or if a pedestrian can
reach that vehicle by moving with a Short template, it
may attempt to board it. Roll 1D6.
If the result is equal to or lower than the vehicle’s
current gear: The pedestrian receives 1 hit and
does not board the vehicle.
If the result is higher than the vehicle’s current
gear: The pedestrian attaches to the vehicle and
becomes a boarder. This starts (or continues)
a boarding action on that vehicle that will be
resolved in the next step of the pedestrian
phase.

Step 3. Activate Beasts

Any loose beasts now activate in the order chosen by the
player with pole position. Roll 1D6 to determine each
animal’s behavior.
On a result of 1-3: the animal moves directly away from
the nearest pedestrian or vehicle using a Medium
template, or until it is stopped by an obstruction.
On a result of 4+: The animal moves directly toward
the nearest pedestrian or vehicle using a Medium
template, ignoring any obstructions it might
reasonably leap over or move around to reach it,
and avoiding any dropped weapon templates. If
the animal reaches the pedestrian or vehicle, that
pedestrian or vehicle becomes the target of a 1D6
attack, which can be evaded.

Step 4. Boarding Actions

If any pedestrians have successfully attached themselves
to enemy vehicles and become boarders, a boarding
action must be resolved for each of those vehicles. The
player with pole position chooses the order that these
are resolved in.
There may be several teams involved in a single
boarding action.
To resolve a boarding action, each player rolls 1D6 attack
dice for each of their Crewmembers on the vehicle,
treating results of 4-5 as 1 hit and results of 6+ as 2 hits,
as usual.
Combine the number of hits rolled by your opponents,
and distribute that number of hits as you please to your
Crewmembers.

Step 5. Take The Controls

Check each vehicle to determine the status of its driver
and whether the vehicle has been commandeered by
another team.
Ghost Car: If there are no Crewmembers aboard the
vehicle, it becomes driverless.
Driver Replacement: If the vehicle is driverless (the
driver has been knocked out or is otherwise not at their
driving station), if there are any friendly Crewmembers
aboard the vehicle, the vehicle’s controller chooses 1 of
those Crewmembers to take the driver’s place. If that
crewmember was a boarder, it ceases to be a pedestrian.
Fighting Over The Spoils: If there are enemy boarders
from multiple teams on the vehicle while there is no
original driver or their teammates onboard, the vehicle
becomes driverless.
Commandeered: If there are only enemy Crewmembers
from a single enemy team aboard the vehicle, that team
gains control of that vehicle — unless it conflicts with
their sponsor’s Terms, in which case the vehicle becomes
driverless.
When a team commandeers a vehicle, it must assign 1
of its boarders to become the driver, who ceases to be a
pedestrian. Other boarders may fill any remaining empty
Crew seats, and they cease to be pedestrians. Other
boarders may continue to hang on to the vehicle, but
they remain pedestrian boarders and cannot make use of
the vehicle’s equipment.

Step 6. End The Turn

The pedestrian phase now ends and the game proceeds
to the start of the next turn (gear phase 1).
Pole Position Marker: If the pole position marker is
normally passed at the end of each gear phase during
this scenario, pass the pole position marker at the end of
the pedestrian phase as well.

DRIVERLESS VEHICLES

When a vehicle becomes driverless, it immediately
gains a number of hazard tokens equal to its
current gear.
Driverless vehicles activate as normal during the
gear phases for which they are eligible. During
their movement step, driverless vehicles shift
down by 1 gear (to a minimum of 0) and receive
+1 hazard token. Driverless vehicles always select
the longest straight maneuver possible for their
current gear. During their attack step, any other
Crewmembers remaining onboard driverless
vehicles may attack as normal, unless the vehicle is
now in a lower gear than the current gear phase.

VEHICLES IN GEAR 0

Vehicles in gear 0 still activate during gear phase 1,
but skip their movement step. Any Crew onboard
may attack as though the stationary vehicle were
in gear 1. Vehicles in gear 0 remove all of their
hazard tokens, and cannot gain hazard tokens.

VEHICLES
V PEDESTRIANS
Pedestrians do not interrupt a vehicle’s movement. If a
vehicle’s maneuver template or final position overlaps
any pedestrians, the vehicle gains +1 hazard token and
those pedestrians each suffer a number of hits equal to
the vehicle’s current gear. These hits may be evaded.

Small Targets: As stated earlier, all attack dice suffer -1
to their roll when targeting pedestrians.
The Gore The Merrier: In Televised Events, a team is
awarded +1 audience vote for each pedestrian it knocks
out.
Versus Boarders: Vehicles cannot attack boarders. They
may attack pedestrians on foot, but not those that have
attached themselves to other vehicles.

NON-PLAYER CHARACTERS (NPCs)

Scenarios might include some pedestrians or
beasts that aren’t part of any player’s team. If
there’s a game master running the event, they
should make the decisions for these characters. If
no game master is present, NPC pedestrians and
beasts will activate only after all player-controlled
pedestrians and beasts have activated. The player
with pole position chooses the order that NPC
characters activate.

INDIVIDUALIZING
YOUR CREW
Once you purchase driver perks, crew perks, Small Arms,
or Personal Gear for a Crewmember, you must give that
Crewmember a unique name and record their perks on
their vehicle’s dashboard.

Profile Cards: You may find it more convenient to
record your perked-out and decked-out Crewmember on
a separate card called a profile, and attach that card to
the vehicle the unique Crewmember is riding in. A sheet
of profile cards is provided at the end of this document.
You don’t need a profile card for Crewmembers that are
carrying only a Handgun, but of course you may still use
a profile to keep a record of your basic Crewmembers’
names, draw their portraits, keep a tally of their kills,
and so on.
Skills: If players want even more detail and utility with
their Crewmembers, they might consider adding skills to
their game. Skills should be named for pedestrian phase
actions that are commonly performed in your campaign
using the Perform A Task action, such as Computer
Hacking or Setting Explosives — the possibilities are
endless.
It costs 2 Cans to purchase a skill at the basic level, which
provides a +1 bonus to the roll when making related risk
tests.
It costs 3 more Cans to purchase a skill at an advanced
level, providing a +2 bonus to related risk test rolls (for a
total cost of 5 Cans for a +2 skill bonus).
To indicate the Crewmember’s skill level, write the
bonus after the skill name, such as Computer Hacking +1,
or Setting Explosives +2.

CREW
PERKS v1.3
Any player may purchase these perks for individual
Crewmembers, including drivers.

Black Thumb (2 Cans): This Crewmember may add +1 to
its rolls to attempt repairs with a Tool Kit or Ritual Of
The Wrench.
Burly (4 Cans): This Crewmember may carry an extra +1
Hands worth of Small Arms and Personal Gear.
Crack Shot (3 Cans): This Crewmember may re-roll 1
die when attacking with Small Arms.
Dodger (3 Cans): This Crewmember may re-roll any of
its evade dice when attacked as a pedestrian.
Dropzone Commando (1 Can): This Crewmember
automatically succeeds when exiting an Aircraft.
Gremlin (3 Cans): When this Crewmember is a boarder,
any hits it deals during a boarding action attack are
applied to the vehicle instead of any Crewmembers.
Leaper (2 Cans): During step 2 of the pedestrian phase,
this Crewmember may attempt to board any other
vehicle within Short range and with open line of
sight, even if this Crewmember is riding in a vehicle.
This requires 2 successful risk tests: a first roll to
exit the vehicle (just like in step 1 of the pedestrian
phase), then a second roll to board the vehicle just
as if the Crewmember had performed an action to
enter a friendly vehicle or board an enemy vehicle, as
appropriate.
Organic Mechanic (3 Cans): Once per scenario, when
this Crewmember is a pedestrian, if another friendly
pedestrian within Short range is knocked out, this
Crewmember may make a risk test to attempt to
revive the victim; if the test is successful, place the
knocked out pedestrian’s model in contact with this
Crewmember’s model with 1 Hull point recovered.
Pirate’s Scramble (2 Cans): This Crewmember may add
+1 to its rolls to board enemy vehicles.
Runner (2 Cans): Once per activation, this Crewmember
may move to the end of a Medium template instead
of using the Short template if the path is across open
ground.
The Hero We Need (5 Cans): Once per scenario, this
Crewmember may automatically succeed when
making any risk test.
Tuck And Roll (2 Cans): This Crewmember may re-roll
its die when attempting to exit a vehicle.

SMALL
ARMS v1.3
Any player may purchase these weapons for individual Crewmembers, including drivers.
Small Arms (Shooting)

Attack

Range

Hands Ammo

Flare Gun

1D6

Short

1

Flashbangs

1D6

Medium

1

Qualities

Cans

3

Crew Fired, Fire

1

3

Blast, Blitz, Crew Fired, Special

1

If a vehicle suffers any uncancelled hits from this weapon, it becomes distracted during its next activation and receives hazard
tokens from Blast as usual, but does not lose any Hull points. If a pedestrian suffers any uncancelled hits from this weapon, it
cannot take any actions during its next activation, but does not lose any Hull points.
Grenades (exploding javelins)

1D6

Medium

1

5

Blast, Blitz, Crew Fired, Explosive

1

Handgun (crossbow, javelins,
pistol, sawed-off shotgun)

1D6

Medium

-

-

Crew Fired, Special

-

All Crewmembers are assumed to carry a Handgun or similar basic weapon with these characteristics if they have no other
Small Arms or Personal Gear listed.
Molotov Cocktails

1D6

Short

1

5

Blitz, Crew Fired, Fire

1

Portable Flamethrower

3D6

Small

2

3

Explosive, Fire

2

Portable Phaser

3D6

Double

2

1

Crew Fired, Electrical,
Fire, Special

4

If this Crewmember is seated in a vehicle, this weapon may gain ammo tokens from the sponsor benefit Dynamo.
Rifle

1D6

Long

1

5

Crew Fired

1

Rocket-Propelled Grenade
(shoulder-launched missile)

3D6

Long

1

1

Blast, Crew Fired, Explosive

1

Tripod Gun

1D6

Double

2

5

Crew Fired, Special

2

In order to take an attack action with this weapon as a pedestrian, the attacking Crewmember must skip their mandatory move
action during this activation.
Small Arms (Dropped)
Oil Can

Qualities
Crew Fired

Template Slots
Small

1

Ammo

Cans

1

1

As a pedestrian, this Crewmember may spend 1 of its actions to place a Small oil template anywhere next to or beneath its base.

PERSONAL
GEAR v1.4
Any player may purchase these items for individual Crewmembers, including drivers.
Personal Gear
Bandoleer

Hands Ammo
1

1

Qualities

Cans

Special

2

At the start of the attack step, this Crewmember may forfeit their attack and spend 1 ammo token from this Bandoleer to add
ammo tokens to 1 weapon on a weapon they are riding on, or any 1 Small Arm carried by a friendly pedestrian within Short
range. The amount of ammo tokens recovered is equal to that weapon’s basic Ammo value before any modifications.
Body Armor

1

-

Limit 1, Special

2

-

-

Limit 1, Special

1

1

-

Limit 2, Special

1

Special

1

As a pedestrian, this Crewmember gains +1 Hull point.
Gas Mask
This Crewmember may re-roll its die when encountering poison gas.
Melee Weapon

When this Crewmember is involved in a boarding action, it may add +1D6 to its attack roll.
Rappelling Gear

1

1

As a pedestrian, this Crewmember may safely traverse down sheer surfaces, traveling as much as a Medium distance down the
wall with each move action.
Sticky Bomb

1

1

Special

1

As a pedestrian, if this Crewmember is touching a vehicle, it may remove the ammo token and use one of its actions to make
a risk test; if the risk test is successful, the next time the target vehicle activates, it becomes the target of a 3D6 attack that
cannot be evaded.
Tool Kit

2

1

Special

3

At the start of the attack step, this Crewmember may forfeit their attack and spend 1 ammo token from this Tool Kit to attempt
repairs. Make a risk test; if successful, the vehicle recovers 1 Hull Point.

BEASTS
v1.2
There might still be some wild animals roaming across

irradiated dunelands and stalking ruined cities. These
could be big trouble (or just good sport) for Gaslands
teams. A sudden stampede of mutant cattle or a cavalry
charge of the Earth Resistance could certainly influence
the outcome of a Death Race.

Basics

Beasts are similar to pedestrians in most ways. They are
affected by weapons and terrain just like pedestrians,
and follow the same basic rules for movement that
pedestrians follow.
Durability: Large animals on the loose — those that
are big enough to cause a problem for a pedestrian or
vehicle, such as a cow or lion — have 1 Hull point.
Size: Beasts are not Small targets, and attack rolls do not
suffer a penalty when targeting beasts the way they do
when targeting pedestrians.
Animal Intelligence: Beasts cannot make evade rolls.

Beasts do not interrupt a vehicle’s movement. If a
vehicle’s maneuver template or final position overlaps
any beasts, the vehicle gains +1 hazard token for each
animal, and those animals each suffer a number of hits
equal to the vehicle’s current gear.
Weight

Huge Monster

Heavy

Pedestrians may mount or dismount domesticated
riding animals such as horses or war elephants by using
a Perform A Task action, which succeeds automatically.
Rider and beast count as a single model.
Hull Points: The rider and beast model gains +1 Hull
point to represent the animal.
Movement: A rider and beast may move just like a
pedestrian moves on foot, but may use the Medium
template instead of the Short template.
Attacked While Riding: When a rider and beast are
attacked, hits are first applied to the beast. If the rider
survives the attack that knocks out their riding animal,
the rider must then succeed at a risk test to safely
dismount; if the test fails, the rider takes 1 hit but still
dismounts.
Dismounted: When a rider dismounts, they become an
ordinary pedestrian.

Battle Beasts

Vehicles V Beasts

Battle Beasts

Riding Animals

Some very large beasts (perhaps giant mutants, or
massive robots with animal forms) might be best
represented as vehicles of some kind, complete with
a Max Gear, number of Crew, Slots for weapons and
upgrades, the possibility of boarding actions, and so on.
See below for an example.

Hull Hand. Max Gr. Slots
16

3

3

4

Crew

Cans

Qualities

2

30

All Terrain,
Crush Attack, Pivot

